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ABSTRACT 

/ 

The predictions of the multiperipheral model are compared to 

inclusive data in K+p and "I1"-P reactions. We compare with topological 

\ longitudinal mome,ntum distributions, double differential distributions, 

multiplicity cross~sections, "11"+/"11"- 'ratio, asymmetry characteristics, 

isotropy in the crn, and Regge behavior near the kinematical limit. 

The agreement is reasonably good. We discuss the relation of this 

work to earlier work on the multi-Regge model, to results of other 

models, and to the results obtained by other types of approaches to 

the incl,usive analysis. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

h 1 h . 1 . (1,2) t f t·' During t east two years t e mc USlve ype 0 reac lOn 

a + b -+ c + anything has become a popular means of studying high 

energy collisions. Two different approaches to this study can p'erhaps 

be, distinguished. 

On the one hand, detailed studies have been made of the momentum 

distribution of particle 11 c 11 in the momentum regions ,9-ear the kine-

/' 
maticallimit. For example, comparisons of a given reaction (e. g. 

"11" - + P -+ "11"- + anything for slow "IT-in the lab. (3» at several energies 

have been made to test the Yang conjecture (2) of limiting distributions. 

Comparisons of the"l1" distribution ~f proton targets with different 

inci~ent particles have been made(4) to test the factorization hypothe

sis(5). 'Finally, studies of a single reaction at a single energy have 

been made to test the .quantitative predictions of the Regge limit near 

the kinematical bound'ary( 6) . The advantage of this type of approach 

is that by examining this momentum range in such detail with these 

various methods, one can perhaps obtain insight into the precise 

character of the production proces s. However, the s cope of the 

knowledge is limited - for example, little is said about the distribu-

tion at PL - 0, or about its dependence on prong number, or about 

correlations between the spectra of different types of secondaries 

(for example, in a p' p reaction the relation between fast produced "11" 

spectra and inelastic p spectra). 

On the other hand, various dynamical models have been proposed 

that describe the spectra over the entire momentum range. Tor 

example, we list: (a) the multiperipheral model in the exclusive 

form of ABFST(7), Chew and Pignotti(8), and CLA(9); and in the inclu

sive form of Caneschi and Pignotti( 1 0); (b) the thermodynamical model 
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of Hagedorn(11); and (c) the two-fireball model(i2, 13). These models 

have been then compared to a large amount of experime-n~al data. The 

advantage of this type of approach is that one has a dynamical scheme 

to potentially describe all aspects of the data. However, .in describing 

the data phenomenologically, there are often free' parameters to adjust. 

Therefore, one must carefully express those features of the predic-

tions that are generally unique to the model and those features that 

arise from adjusting the free parameters, and then propose tests 

distinguishing between different models that describe the same data 

equally. well. 

In this paper we present a fairly detailed comparison of a partic

ular model - the multi-Regge model - with inclusive data in K+ p and 

IT - p reactions. In section II, we discus s the model formulated for 

this comparison. In section III, we present the results of t~e. compar

ison. Where appropriate, we make reference to the model's descrip

tion of the inclusive behavior in the Regge limit near the kinematical 

boundaries. In section IV, we compare our own work to earlier work 

on the multi-Regge model, propose further areas of development of 

the model, and compare the multi-Regge model to other kinds of 

production models. 

II. THE MULTI-REGGE MODEL 

The multi-Regge model we use is described by the diagrams of 

Fig. i.Fig ia describes the process in which the incident proton 

and meson e~erge peripherally, with the produced secondaries 
, 

emitted internally from the multi-Regge chain. ill a high energy 

collision, the incident particles can also form resonances that decay 

backwards, giving rise to fast produced secondaries and large in-

elasticity of tne incident particles. These procesSes are taken into 
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account by the diagrams of Fig. 1b-id. In Fig. 1b, the incident 

proton emits a IT 
++ and propagates as a b. Reggeon, emerging as the 

second particle in the chain; this process is dualistically equivalent to 

the backward decay of N* resonances formed by the incident proton. 

In Fig, ic, the incident K+ emits a IT -, and propagates as an exotic 

m"~ ++ meson; this represents the backward decay of K* resonances. 

Similarly, in Fig. id the incident IT- emitting a IT+ and propagating as 

an m* resonance, corresponds to backward decay of resonances in 

the IT+ IT - system. 

The amplitude for any of these diagrams is given by 

, 

2 2 n-1 (b + s. ),r.{t:) . . _ n- . 1 1 1 
An(s, t) -, (g ) n -s - - 13·(t.), 

i = 1 ill 
(i) 

and the cross section is given by 

(2) 

Here, si and, ti are the invariant subenergies squared. and momentum 

transfers squared of the individual links of the chain; a. and 13. are the 
. 1 1 -

trajectory and residue of the corresponding exchanged Reggeon; b is a 

constant introduced in order for the s. dependence to reduce to 
1 

phase space for small energies; g2 is the internal m m 7T coupling 

constant; and c is a constant giving the normalizations for the separate 

processes of Figs. 1a-id. 
n . 

In Eq. (2)d cI> is the volume element for 

n - body phase space; PO is the incident momentum. 

In this paper we have used two trajectories - an effective·meson 

trajectory am corresponding to the internal Reggeon" m " of Fig. 1, 

and a baryon trajectory a B corresponding to the Reggeon ,6.++ of Fig. lb. 

To keep the model as simple as possible, we have used for the Reggeon 

m* the same parameters as for the Reggeon m. 
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f' or the Reggeons II ITl II and II, B' II were deterITlined The paraITleters 

, . (14) 
in an earlier cOITlparison of p p .counter data with an inclusive 

ITlulti-Regge ITlodel, and so are fixed in advan~e; values of a
ITl

, a
B

, 

13
m

, and I3
B 

are given in Ref. 14. The constant II b II in Eq. (1) was 

taken in all cases to be1 GeV
Z 

We now have four paraITleters - the 

gz and the' norITlalization of the three processes of coupling constant 

Figs. 1a, lb, and 1c (or Fig. 1d for the TI - P reaction). 

To evaluate the predictions of the model, we SUITl incoherently al~ 

diagraITls for the three processes of Fig. 1 with multiplicities ,ranging 

froITl Z to 14. The nUITlerical integrations of Eq. (Z) over n-body . 

. (15) 
phase space are done with the LBL Monte Carlo prograITl SAGE , 

. f . t t'o s For each event, giving an event-by-event generatIon o. m errac 1 n . 

charges are assigned by sampling from the Chew-Pignotti alter~ating 

I-spin algorithITl. (8) We then compare the distributions of these 

charged particles with the experiITlental data. 

III. PREDIC TIONS OF THE MODEL 

The data we cOITlpare with consist of: 

+ - . K +p -TI + anythmg (1Z GeV Ic) 

TI ~ +p - Tf± + anything (Z5 GeV Ic) 

(1) 

(Z) 

(16) (Z) Reaction (1) has been reported by Ko and Lander .and reactiQn 

. and Walker. (17) by Elbert, Erwm, 

Reaction (1) 

We will discuss first the ITlodel description of the data froITl 

reaction (1). The data are shown in Fig. Z. They consist of the 

inclusive distribution d CT IdpL for given topologies and over all events 

(Fig. Za) and the double distribution Ed3 CT/d3p (Fig. Zb). To describe 

these data with the ITlodel, we norITlalized (see Fig. Zc) the process of 

. Fig. 1a to thedistribution at ~L :... 0, Fig. lb to PL> 1.0 GeV Ic, and 
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Fig. 1c to P
L 

< - 1.0 GeV Ic. The entire distributions of Figs. Za, Zb 

are now predicted over the entire range of both P
L 

and PT' Moreover, 

once the coupling constant gZ is picked, the normalizations and shapes 

of the topological PL - distributions in Fig. Za are predicted by the 

.,ITlodel with no free paraITleters. Finally, with our ITlodel fixed by the 

TI - distributions, the TI + distribution is predicted in advance. We 

cOITlpare this prediction with the data of reaction (2) below. We now 

discuss the ITlain characteristics of the data and their interpretation 

in the ITlodel. 

1. ~L Distribution 

The data of Figs. Za, ,1 b both show pions produced predominantly 

at PL - O. The multiperipheral model accounts for this by having ITlost 

. . (18) pions produced in the internal portion of the dIagraITlS of FIg. 1. 

, . (19) For large beaITl mOITlenta, p > 100 GeV Ic, It has been shown that 
o 

the ITlOITlentUITl spectra of pions produced in Fig. la takes the scaling 

forITl 

Z 

f E d CT dp Z == F(x) 
2 T , 

dPT dPL 

(3a) 

At present accelerator energies, the structure function F depends on 

PL' being flat over an interval Ix I < L that becoITle~ progressively 

sITlaller at increasing ITlOITlenta. For p > 100 GeV Ic, F is flat for 
o 

I xl S 0.6. (19) 

Z. ASYITlITletry 

Both Fig. Za, Zb show an aSYITl~etry in the TI distribution, with 

the TI - produced preferentially for x> O. This aSYITlITletry was first 

" . (17) observed m reactIon (Z) by Elbert, Erwmand Walker, who 
"? . 

reported that the PL distribution becaITle ~YITlITletric in the Lorentz ,~ 

fraITle in which the ratio of incident TI - ITlOITlentUITl to proton ITloITlentunj 
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is 2/3. Since this fraITle would be the c. ITl. systeITl for quark-quark 

interactions in the triplet quark ITlodel, this result waS presented as 

evidence for a quark ITlodel of ITle son-baryon collisions. However, 

they pointed out that this result was obscured by the variation of the 

aSyITlITletry with the topology of the reaction, being ITlost pronounced 

for the four-prong interaction and diITlinishing with increasing prong 

nUITlber, and by the experiITlental difficulty of separating the leading 

'IT secondary froITl the produced secondaries. 

I The K+p reaction is free froITl the probleITl of leading particle 

. . . h d' t 'b t" f d d d' (20) contaITlmatlon ln t e lS rl u lon 0 pro uce secon arles. An 

aSYITlITletry is again observed, being ITlost pronounced at low ITlulti

plicity (Fig. 2a), and again vanishing in: the systeITl in which the incident 

i<.+ ITloITlentuITl is 2/3 that of the target proton. 

In the ITlultiperipheral ITlodel, this aSyITlITletry can be easily un<~er-

stood, cOITling froITl two effects: 

a) First, there is the obvious effect of the differing proton and 

K+ ITla·sses. (21) The proton, being relatively heavy, can eITlit the 

exchanged Reggeon of Fig. 1a and still continue with large elasticity. 

The K+, on the othE';r hand, being lighter, eITlerges with a sITlaller 

ITlOITlentuITl in the c. ITl. Conservation of the produced secondaries to 

eITl~rge preferentially with x> 0 in the c. ITl. This effect can be seen 

in Fig. 2c, where we show theP
L 

distribution of 'IT- frOITl Fig. ia alone; 

these_pions account for ITlost of the distributions with Ixl< .5. In 

Fig. 2d, we show the predictions for the PL -distribution for the 

nucleon and kaon th~t COITle froITl Fig. fa. The higher elasticity of the 

. . (22) 
nucleon relahve to the kaon can be easily seen. 

b) In the ITlOITlentUITl range with Ix,1 > .5, the aSYITlITletry is due to 

difference between backward 'IT - P elastic scattering on the one hand, 
, 
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with backward 'IT -K+ elastic scattering on the other. In this ITlOITlentUITl 

range, the 'IT spectra COITles froITl 'IT produced peripherally in Figs. i b, 

ic. The relative probabilities of these processes in Fig. ib, ic are 

in turn related to the relative rates for the backward elastic 'IT-pprocess 

at the p,roton end of the chain in Fig. 1 b and the backward 'IT -K + proces s -," 

at the K+ end of Fig. ic. However, 'IT-p two body scattering is relative-

ly ITluch ITlore peripheral than 'IT -K+ scattering, since the 'IT -K+ process 

is resonance-doITlinated to ITluch higher c. ITl. ITlOITlenta. (23) Conse-

quently,' the 'IT spectra for x < - .5 is depleted relative to the 'IT 

spectr'a for x > .5. 

3. Prong Distribution 

In the ITlultiperipheral ITlodel, the single constant g2 deterITlines the 

relative ITlagnitudes of the ITlultiplicity cross-sections (J'. The 
n 

topological cross sections are then fixed through the Chew-Pignotti 

charge algorithITls. In Fig. 2a we see that both the ITlagnitudes and 

shapes of the topological PL - distributions are adequately_ described 

by the ITlodel. In particular, note that the ITlodel accounts for the 

decrease of the aSyITlITletry with the increasing prong nUITlber. In the 

ITlultiperipheral ~odel, this arises froITl the increasing nUITlber of 

centrally produced 'IT - together with the restrictions of phase space at 

larger ITlultiplicity; these two factors serve to reduce the influence 

of the ,end effects that led to the aSYITlITletry. 

The ITlodel predictions for the ITlultiplicity cross sections are shown 

in Fig. 2e. Curve (a) shows the cross-sections (J' for n particles in 
n 

the final state predicted by Fig. ia. Curve (b) shows the topological 

cross, sections predicted after charge assignITlents. Curve (c) shows 

the topological cross sections predicted after Figs. 1 b, ic are included. 

They are in reasonable agreement(to within 2 00/0) with preliminary 

experimental data. (24) 
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4. Double Distributions 

The differential cross section of Fig. 2b is adequately described 

by the model over the entire PL' PT range. As pointed out by Ko and 

Lander, th~ distribution'does not factorize into separate functions of 

PI.. and PT alone. At x - 0 and x - 1, the p T distribution is much more 

peaked than at x - .. 5. (25) In the multiperipheral model this arises in 

the following way:(14) Pions at Ixl - 1 are produced peripherally by 

the mechanisms of Figs. lb, 1c and hence emerge forward and at small 

angles. Their distributions can be described in the Regge limit(26) 

by 
(4) 

Pions produced internally (but not at x - 0) are allowed to emerge at ' 

larger PT than the" singly scattered" pions produced at I x I - 1. At 

x - 0, the average PT a~ain becomes small, a phase space effect. (27) 

5. IsotroPY',and Non-Scaling Behavior 

Erwin, Ko,' Lander, Pellett, and Yager(28) have recently shown that 

the spectrum for TT with small PL in the c. m. is consistent with iso-

tropy. 
! 

They plot the distribution at fixed E TT - as a function of 

cosB
TT

-
K

+ (see Fig. 2f). For small E, no dependence on cosB is 

observed, and hence the momentum spectrum takes the form 

3 d
3 

d a = ¥ f(E). (3b) 

This distribution is clearly inconsistent with (3a). 

This result is not unexpected. It can be interpreted as an effect of 

phase space. At small PL' the distribution (see Fig. 1a) is dominated 

by high multiplicity events. For example, the low multiplicity 4 prong, 

4C final state accounts for only 200/0 of the 4 prong cross section. 

M:>reover, TT- from these events can kinematically contribute to large 

Ix I values; consequently, their contribution at small Ix I is relatively 
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even smaller. If we now take into account peripherality of the incident 

+ K and p, and hence the relatively large energ,y they emerge with, and 

subtract this energy and the energy of the rest masses of the produced 

secondaries from the low c. m. energy (5GeV), we infer that TT at 

PL - 0 are associated with higher multiplicity events in which most of 

the other produced secondaries are also at s,mall PL' Phase space 

plays a dominant role in these processes, and the 

phase space integrals alone give an isotropic distribution. 

In Fig. 2f, the solid lines give the prediction of the, proces s of 

Fig. 1a alone, which dominates the distribution at small PL' The good 

agreement comes from the model building in the high elasticity of the 

incident particles and the correct evaluation of the phase space integrals. 

Reaction (2) 

Next we discuss the data of reaction (2). In Fig. 3a the distribution 

+ -is shown for forward TT and backward TT , and in Fig. 3b the TT distribu-

tion overall 

To compare the model with these data, we evaluated the pro_c'esses 

r 

of Figs. 1a, b, c, keeping the same relative normalizations for the 

three processes as used for Fig. la, b, c in the comparison with the 

+ . 
K P data. Thus, there is only one free parameter - the normalization 

, (29) 
of the sum. The new features we discuss in our comparison are 

the following: 

1. Ratio of TT + to TT 

The ratio of the TT + rate to the TT rate at x = 0 (Fig. 3a) is fixed in 

the model by the incident charges and the charge-tagging algorithm, 

and adequately describes the data. In addition, the shapes of each 

are accounted for. The TT rate for PL > 0 is enhanced and the TT - rate 

for PL < 0 is depressed by the asymmetry effects discussed earlier. 
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2. P
L 

distribution for 1T 

In Fig. 3b we cOITlpare the theory with the data for the 1T distribu-
, 

tion over all PL' The agreeITlent is good over the entire PL range 

except for PL ~ 3 GeV Ic. Here, diffractively produced quasi-two body 

processes can contribute to the spectruITl (e.g. 1T- + p ...... 1T + N*), and 

these have not been incorporated into our ITlultiperipheral ITlodel. 

Note that fo:r; x < 0, our prediction is expect,ed to be good because this 

portion of the spectruITl is relatively independent of the identity of the 

beaITl particle. Hence, the good agreeITlent with the K+ p data for 

x < ° leads to ,good agreeITlent here, too. 

IV. SUMMARY 

The present work, and its rather good agreeITlent with the data, 

is not 'viewed as a positive proof of ITlulti-peripheralisITl, but rather 

as a further step in the developITlent of this idea and its cOITlparisol?-

with data. This type of phenoITlenological cOITlparison wa s quantitative

ly developed first in the work of CLA (Ref. 9 and earlier work cited 

there). However, in that work and subsequent work, 'only specific 

reactions with a fixed nUITlber of identifiable particles in the final 

state were considered. In the Chew and Pignotti ITlodel, a cOITlpre

hensive attempt is ITlade to predict the relative rates of the ITlulti

plicity cross sections and to construct the total cross section from th~ 

inelastic ITlultiperipheral proces~es. In particular, the contributions 

of Pomeron exchanges is regarded as sITlall. COITlparisons of this 

ITlodel to data were subsequently perforITled, but they have often ITlad~ 

approxiITlations in evaluating the phase space integral of Eq. (2), or 

else evaded this probleITl by discussing the ITlodel in an integral 

equation framework. The ITlodel seeITlS to have been first quantita

tively cOITlpared to inclusive data with the phase space integrals 
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perforITled correctly in the analysis of the Michigan-Wisconsin data 

(Ref. 19). The present work represents an iITlproveITlent over the 

ITlethods used in Ref. 19, and a ITlore careful cOITlparison with detailed 

data .. 

Obviously, still further iITlproveITlents can be ITlade in the ITlodel. 

Inclusion of nucleon resonanc;es, possible inclusion of internally pro

duced resonances, and incorporation of diffractive processes can be 

added as further comparisons are ITlade. Evaluation of the full ABFST 

ITlodel, in which the freedoITl in paraITleters is greatly reduced, should 

be pursued. Most iITlportant·, tests should be forITlulated which can 

distinguish between the ITlultiperipheral ITlodel and other ITlodels that 

could also agree with the inclusive type of data cOITlpared herein. In 

particular, the diffractive ITlodel of Hw~~nd the therITlodynaITlic ITlodel 

of Hagedorn have both had success in describing SOITle aspects of the 

K+ p data, although the underlying physics of all three ITlodels are very 

different'. The present cOITlparison has tested only the following features 

of ITlultiperipheralisITl:.peripherality ,of incident particles, PT c.ut-off 

of secyndari,es, correct treatITlent of phase space integrals, and correct 

prediction of topological cross-sections. SOITle of these features can 

be incorporated in the other two ITlodels, and what is needed are tests 

to distinguish between the three ITlodels. Work is in progress in this 

area and will be reported presently. 

• I 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

F~g. 1. Multi-Regge diagrams: M-projectile meson; p-target proton; 

++ m, m*-exchaJlged mesons; t:J. - exchanged baryon. 

Fig. 2. The in'elusive data of the'K+p reaction. 
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Fig. 3. 

(a) 

'(b) 

longitudinal momentum distribution for various final state 

topologies. 

double differential distribution., 

contributions of the separate processes of Fig. la; long 

dashes-Fig. 1a, short daf!hes-Fig. lb, dot-dashes-Fig. lc. 

PL - .distributions for the K+ and p of Fig. 1a. 
\ ~ 

multiplicity cross sections predicted by the model (see text). 

double differential distribution at fixed E plotted against 

cose (see text); histogram-data; curve-theory. 

The inelusive data of the 1T - P reaction. 

- '+' 
1T backward and 1T 'forward. 

. 1T - over the entir~ Pi range. 
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_---------LEGAL NOTICE----------.... 

This report was prepared as an accoun t of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United. 
States Atomic Energy Commission, nor any of their employees, nor 
any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes 
any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. 
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